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Abstract
This paper describes the organization and the results of the third edition of EvaLatin, the campaign for the evaluation
of Natural Language Processing tools for Latin. The two shared tasks proposed in EvaLatin 2024, i. e. Dependency
Parsing and Emotion Polarity Detection, are aimed to foster research in the field of language technologies for
Classical languages. The shared datasets are described and the results obtained by the participants for each task
are presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction

EvaLatin 2024 is the third edition of the campaign
devoted to the evaluation of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (nlp) tools for the Latin language. As in
2020 (Sprugnoli et al., 2020a) and 2022 (Sprugnoli
et al., 2022), EvaLatin is proposed as part of the
Workshop on Language Technologies for Historical
and Ancient Languages (lt4hala), co-located with
lrec coling 2024.1 Similar to what happens in
other international evaluation campaigns, partici-
pants were provided with shared test data that are
made freely available for research purposes to en-
courage further improvement of language technolo-
gies for Latin. Shared scripts were also provided.
Data, scorer and detailed guidelines are all avail-
able in a dedicated GitHub repository.2
EvaLatin is an initiative organized by the circse re-
search centre3 at the Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore in Milan, Italy, together with the University of
Parma, Italy.

2. Tasks

EvaLatin 2024 is organized around 2 tasks:

• Dependency Parsing: the aim of the task is to
provide syntactic analysis of Latin texts follow-
ing the Universal Dependencies (ud) frame-
work (de Marneffe et al., 2021). The output
submitted by the participants is a CoNLL-U file
with indications of the syntactic head and of
the dependency relations in the fields 7 (HEAD)
and 8 (DEPREL) respectively.

1https://lrec-coling-2024.org/
2https://github.com/CIRCSE/LT4HALA/

tree/master/2024/data_and_doc
3https://centridiricerca.unicatt.it/

circse/en.html

• Emotion Polarity Detection: the aim of the
task is to identify the polarity conveyed by each
sentence in the input text, taking into consid-
eration both the vocabulary used by the au-
thor and the images that are evoked in the
text (Sprugnoli et al., 2023). More specifically,
the question to be answered is: which of the
following classes best describes how are the
emotions conveyed by the poet in the sentence
under analysis?

– positive: the only emotions that are
conveyed in the text are positive, or posi-
tive emotions are clearly prevalent;

– negative: the only emotions that are
conveyed in the text are negative, or neg-
ative emotions are clearly prevalent;

– neutral: there are no emotions con-
veyed by the text;

– mixed: lexicon and evoked images pro-
duce opposite emotions; it is not possible
to find a clearly prevailing emotion polarity.

Sentences are provided in their original order
in the source text.

3. Data

No specific training data are released for the De-
pendency Parsing task but participants are free to
make use of any (kind of) resource they consider
useful for the task, including the Latin treebanks
already available in the ud collection. In this regard,
one of the challenges of this task is to understand
which treebank (or combination of treebanks) is the
most suitable to deal with new test data.

Also for the Emotion Polarity Detection task, no
training data are released but an annotation sam-
ple and a manually created polarity lexicon are pro-
vided. Also in this task, participants are free to

https://lrec-coling-2024.org/
https://github.com/CIRCSE/LT4HALA/tree/master/2024/data_and_doc
https://github.com/CIRCSE/LT4HALA/tree/master/2024/data_and_doc
https://centridiricerca.unicatt.it/circse/en.html
https://centridiricerca.unicatt.it/circse/en.html
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Figure 1: Example of the test data format.

pursue the approach they prefer, including unsu-
pervised and/or cross-language ones.

Both tasks aim to improve a state of the art that
is currently not optimal. With regard to Depen-
dency Parsing, ud treebanks currently show dif-
ferent degrees of harmonization, and Latin is not
an exception in this respect (Gamba and Zeman,
2023). With regard to Emotion Polarity Detection,
there are no available training data for Latin yet, as
this is an unexplored territory for this language. It
is important to notice that in both tasks, some texts
include punctuation, some do not, as this is the
actual state of the art for Latin treebanks and cor-
pora; for example, the lasla corpus (see Section
3.1 for further details) does not include punctuation
(Denooz, 2004). The diversity of the data currently
available for both tasks is an issue we are aware
of, and that needs to be addressed. This evalua-
tion campaign aims at addressing this issue, and
among the desired outcomes there are strategies
to deal with it successfully.

3.1. Test Data
Texts provided as test data for the Dependency
Parsing task are by 2 Classical authors (Seneca
and Tacitus) for a total of more than 13,000 tokens.
Each author is taken as specimen of one specific
text genre: Seneca for poetry, more specifically for
tragedy, with Hercules Furens (more than 7,000
tokens), composed in 1st century AD; Tacitus for
prose, more specifically historical and ethnographic
treatise, with Germania (nearly 6,000 tokens), writ-
ten in 1st century AD. Precise numbers are given
in Tables 1 and 2, while an example of the format of
test data is given in Figure 1. Data are taken from
the lasla corpus, a linguistic resource manually
annotated since 1961 by the Laboratoire d’Analyse
Statistique des Langues Anciennes (lasla) at the
University of Liège, Belgium.4 Original data were
converted into the annotation formalism of the ud
project and manually annotated for dependency

4http://web.philo.ulg.ac.be/lasla/
textes-latins-traites/

relations. Data are distributed in the CoNLL-U for-
mat.5 Following such format, the annotations are
plain text files having the .conllu extension and
encoded in utf-8.

AUTHOR TEXT #TOKENS
Seneca Hercules Furens 7,711

Table 1: Test data for poetry.

AUTHOR TEXT #TOKENS
Tacitus Germania 5,669

Table 2: Test data for prose.

Texts provided as test data for the Emotion Polar-
ity Detection task are by 3 authors for a total of 297
sentences (around 100 sentences for each author):

• Seneca, with the final part (lines 1,175-1,344)6

of the tragedy Hercules Furens, composed in
1st century AD;

• Horace, with 16 odes (4 for each book that
makes up Carmina), composed in 1st century
AD;

• Giovanni Pontano, with 12 poems taken from
the work Neniae, composed in the 15th cen-
tury.

Test data for the task of Emotion Polarity Detec-
tion are distributed in .tsv format: the first column
contains a sentence ID and the second the text
to be tagged. Tables 3, 4, 5 report the precise
number of sentences for each text, while Figure 2
provide an example of the format. Data by Seneca
and Horace are taken from the lasla corpus, while
texts by Pontano are taken from the Poeti d’Italia in

5https://universaldependencies.org/
format.html

6Line numbers according to the following edition:
Fitch, J.G. (2018). Seneca. Tragedies, Volume I: Her-
cules. Trojan Women. Phoenician Women. Medea.
Phaedra. Cambridge (MA): Harvard University Press.

http://web.philo.ulg.ac.be/lasla/textes-latins-traites/
http://web.philo.ulg.ac.be/lasla/textes-latins-traites/
https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
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lingua latina website.7 For this reason, Pontano’s
texts have punctuation while those of Seneca and
Horace do not.

AUTHOR TEXT #SENT.

Seneca Hercules Furens
(lines 1,175-1,344) 103

Table 3: Test data by Seneca.

AUTHOR ODE
(BOOK_POEM)} #SENT.

Horace I_2 7
Horace I_14 8
Horace I_28 9
Horace I_38 2
Horace II_3 6
Horace II_11 7
Horace II_14 3
Horace II_16 10
Horace III_2 5
Horace III_10 4
Horace III_18 2
Horace III_24 7
Horace IV_1 11
Horace IV_10 1
Horace IV_12 8
Horace IV_13 6
TOTAL 96

Table 4: Test data by Horace.

AUTHOR NENIAE #SENT.
Pontano I 8
Pontano II 11
Pontano III 9
Pontano IV 14
Pontano V 6
Pontano VI 7
Pontano VII 11
Pontano VIII 5
Pontano IX 4
Pontano X 9
Pontano XI 8
Pontano XII 6
TOTAL 98

Table 5: Test data by Pontano.

4. Evaluation

Two different scorers are used for the two shared
tasks proposed at EvaLatin 2024.

7https://www.poetiditalia.it/public/

Figure 2: Example of the data format for the Emo-
tion Polarity Detection task.

• The scorer employed for the evaluation of the
Dependency Parsing task is the one developed
for the CoNLL18 Shared Task on Multilingual
Parsing from Raw Text to Universal Depen-
dencies (Zeman et al., 2018).8 The evaluation
starts by aligning the system-produced tokens
to the gold standard one; given that we pro-
vide test data already sentence-splitted and an-
notated with morpho-grammatical information,
the alignment for tokens, sentences, words,
UPOS, UFeats and lemmas should be perfect
(i. e. 100.00). Then, CLAS (Content-Word La-
beled Attachment Score)9 and LAS (Labeled
Attachment Score)10 are evaluated in terms of
Precision, Recall, F1 and Aligned Accuracy.11

• The scorer for the Emotion Polarity Detection
task is a Python script that calculates precision,
recall and F1 measure for each class assigned
at sentence level but also accuracy, macro-
average and weighted average. The scorer is
available on the EvaLatin web page12.

As for the baseline, for the Dependency Parsing

8https://universaldependencies.org/
conll18/evaluation.html

9CLAS is the labeled F1- score over all relations ex-
cept those involving function words (aux, case, cc, clf,
cop, det, mark) and punctuation (punct). For further
details, see (Nivre and Fang, 2017).

10LAS is the percentage of tokens assigned both the
correct DEPREL and HEAD. For further details, see
(Buchholz and Marsi, 2006).

11The scorer computes also the Unlabeled Attachment
Score (UAS), that is the percentage of tokens assigned
the correct HEAD; the Morphology-aware Labeled Attach-
ment Score (MLAS), that is CLAS extended with eval-
uation of POS tags and morphological features; the Bi-
Lexical dependency score (BLEX) that combines content-
word relations with lemmatization, but not with POS tags
and features. These 3 metrics are not taken into account
for this shared task.

12https://github.com/CIRCSE/LT4HALA/
blob/master/2024/scorer-emotion.py

https://www.poetiditalia.it/public/
https://universaldependencies.org/conll18/evaluation.html
https://universaldependencies.org/conll18/evaluation.html
https://github.com/CIRCSE/LT4HALA/blob/master/2024/scorer-emotion.py
https://github.com/CIRCSE/LT4HALA/blob/master/2024/scorer-emotion.py
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task we provide the scores obtained on the test data
using udPipe 2 (Straka et al., 2016) with the model
trained on the Perseus Universal Dependencies
Latin Treebank13 (Bamman and Crane, 2011), as
it is available from the tool’s web interface.14

For the Emotion Polarity Detection task, we cal-
culate the baseline by applying a lexicon-based
approach to the test data. More specifically, a sen-
tence score is computed by summing the polarity
values of all lemmas. Polarity values are taken from
LatinAffectus v.4, a prior polarity sentiment lexicon
for Latin (Sprugnoli et al., 2020b). The label pos-
itive is assigned to all the sentences with score
above 0 and the label negative to sentence for
which the score is below 0. For scores equal to
0, we attribute neutral to sentences where all
words have a score of 0 and mixed where positive
and negative scores are balancing each other out
to a total net sum of 0.

5. Results and Discussion

Three teams took part in the Dependency Parsing
task and other three teams took part in the Emotion
Polarity Detection task. Regarding the latter, one
team did not submit the report and therefore it will
not be included in this overview.

5.1. Dependency Parsing
Details on the participating teams and their systems
for the Dependency Parsing task are given below:

• Behr. This team submitted one run, leveraging
historical sentence embeddings generated via
SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) as a
pivotal strategy to confront the challenge of
developing a parser capable of achieving ac-
curate performance irrespective of the chrono-
logical period of the Latin texts within the test
data (Behr, 2024).

• KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO. The team submit-
ted two runs. The first run adopts a span-span
prediction methodology, grounded in Machine
Reading Comprehension (MRC), and utilizes
LaBERTa (Riemenschneider and Frank, 2023),
a RoBERTa model pre-trained specifically on
Latin corpora. This run yields meaningful out-
comes. Conversely, the second, more ex-
ploratory run operates at the token-level, em-
ploying a span-extraction approach inspired
by the Question Answering (QA) task. This
model fine-tunes a DeBERTa model (He et al.,

13https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_Latin-Perseus/

14http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/
udpipe/

2023) pre-trained on Latin datasets, but the
results are extremely low (Mercelis, 2024).

• ÚFAL LatinPipe. Also this team submitted two
distinct runs employing a system comprising
a fine-tuned concatenation of base and large
pre-trained Language Models. Both runs uti-
lize a dot-product attention head for parsing
and softmax classification heads for morphol-
ogy, enabling the joint learning of dependency
parsing and morphological analysis. Training
data are sampled from seven publicly avail-
able Latin treebanks, with additional efforts
focused on harmonizing annotations to attain
a more cohesive annotation style. The differ-
ence between the two runs lies in the treat-
ment of punctuation, that is present in some
of the treebanks used for the training set, but
is absent in the shared test data (Straka et al.,
2024).

Table 6 and 7 show the final ranking. The results
are provided in terms of F1, including the baseline.
The majority of the submitted runs demonstrate
clear improvements over the baseline, with the sole
exception being the exploratory KU Leuven - Bre-
pols CTLO run 2. Performances remain consistent
across diverse text genres (poetry and prose) and
evaluation metrics (LAS and CLAS). The best per-
forming run, ÚFAL LatinPipe_1, exhibits a nearly
25% enhancement over the baseline.

The Dependency Parsing task underscores two
primary challenges encountered in the develop-
ment of models for parsing Latin data: firstly, the
variability in the annotation styles across available
Latin treebanks, posing a challenge to model train-
ing; and secondly, the extensive temporal scope
and diverse genres present in Latin texts. The
teams addressed these challenges relying on Large
Language Models (LLMs) to navigate through them
effectively. Behr’s approach explicitly targets model
performance across different epochs, while KU
Leuven - Brepols CTLO adopts a span extraction
method, drawing inspiration from QA tasks. How-
ever, this experimentation reveals limitations in cur-
rent QA implementations regarding dependency
head prediction, indicating the need for further in-
vestigation. The ÚFAL LatinPipe team employs
LLMs, conducting data harmonization and fine-
tuning on various combinations of treebanks, re-
sulting in superior performance.

Presently, leveraging LLMs, fine-tuning on tree-
bank ensembles, and harmonizing inconsistent an-
notations emerge as the most encouraging strate-
gies for Dependency Parsing in Latin. This shared
task demonstrates promising solutions to parsing
challenges: harmonization addresses annotation
style diversity, while ensemble approaches mitigate
portability issues.

https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Latin-Perseus/
https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Latin-Perseus/
http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/udpipe/
http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/udpipe/
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TEAM F1 POETRY TEAM F1 PROSE
ÚFAL LatinPipe_1 74.53 ÚFAL LatinPipe_1 73.19
ÚFAL LatinPipe_2 69.59 ÚFAL LatinPipe_2 68.76
Behr 67.87 Behr 66.53
KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 1 57.34 KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 1 63.71
BASELINE 48.51 BASELINE 51.81
KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 2 5.34 KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 2 3.78

Table 6: Dependency Parsing results in terms of CLAS.

TEAM F1 POETRY TEAM F1 PROSE
ÚFAL LatinPipe_1 75.75 ÚFAL LatinPipe_1 77.41
ÚFAL LatinPipe_2 70.68 ÚFAL LatinPipe_2 73.07
Behr 68.33 Behr 69.72
KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 1 59.02 KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 1 67.32
BASELINE 50.36 BASELINE 56.73
KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 2 5.44 KU Leuven - Brepols CTLO run 2 3.70

Table 7: Dependency Parsing results in terms of LAS.

5.2. Emotion Polarity Detection
Details on the participating teams and their systems
for the Emotion Polarity Detection task are given
below:

• Nostra Domina. This team submitted two runs
employing data augmentation algorithms and
various Latin LLMs in a neural architecture.
Both runs ended up using the same augmen-
tation procedure and LLM, but they differed
in their encoder. The first and second runs
include a Transformer encoder and BiLSTM
encoder, respectively (Bothwell et al., 2024).

• TartuNLP. The team submitted two runs, both
based on XLM-RoBERTa, the multilingual ver-
sion of RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020). To
deal with the lack of training data, they created
two datasets, one by applying LatinAffectus
v.4 and the other by using OpenAI’s GPT-4.
To make the training faster, avoid catastrophic
forgetting and capitalize on knowledge trans-
fer, they used parameter efficient fine-tuning
methods employing language adapters and
multi-stage training. (Dorkin and Sirts, 2024).

Table 8 reports the final ranking, showing the re-
sults in terms of F1, including the baseline. Given
that Horace and Pontano’s test set is made up of
various texts, the value reported in the table corre-
sponds to the macro-average F1.

The difficulty of the Emotion Polarity Detection
task is evident by looking at the results reported
in Table 8. In fact, the baseline is not beaten by
every submitted run and it even obtains the best F1
on Pontano’s poems. Among the participating sys-
tems there is not a single one that performs better
than the others on all 3 authors. The TartuNLP_1

run (fine-tuned on a dataset annotated by apply-
ing LatinAffectus v.4) is the best performing one
on Seneca and Pontano but records the lowest F1
macro-average on Horace for which, on the con-
trary, the best run is NostraDomina_1 (that uses
PhilBERTa-based embeddings (Riemenschneider
and Frank, 2023), a Transformer encoder, and a
dataset derived from Gaussian clustering). The
performances at class level are also different: the
NostraDomina team’s runs have better results in
recognizing positive sentences, while the TartuNLP
runs record higher F1 for negative sentences. For
all the runs, however, the mixed class is the most
difficult to recognize.

In general, there are two important trends that
all runs have in common. On the one hand the use
of data augmentation methods to make up for the
lack of training data, on the other the use of neural
models, in particular LLMs.

6. Conclusion

This paper has provided an overview of the NLP
tasks addressed in the third edition of the EvaLatin
evaluation campaign, namely: Dependency Pars-
ing and Emotion Polarity Detection.

Compared to the tasks of the previous editions
of EvaLatin (Lemmatization, PoS tagging, Morpho-
logical Feature Identification), the accuracy rates
of the tools that participated in the evaluation cam-
paign are lower. This is due both to the higher
degree of difficulty of the tasks themselves and to
the limited (or nonexistent) availability of training
sets to build machine-learning models in a (semi-
)supervised manner. To overcome this limitation,
the participating systems made extensive use of
pre-trained models equipped with knowledge that
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TEAM SENECA TEAM HORACE TEAM PONTANO
TartuNLP_1 0.26 Baseline 0.40 NostraDomina_1 0.42
Baseline 0.25 TartuNLP_1 0.31 TartuNLP_2 0.32
TartuNLP_2 0.25 TartuNLP_2 0.30 NostraDomina_2 0.31
NostraDomina_2 0.14 NostraDomina_1 0.29 Baseline 0.29
NostraDomina_1 0.12 NostraDomina_2 0.21 TartuNLP_1 0.24

Table 8: Emotion Polarity Detection results in terms of F1.

can be fine-tuned for specific NLP tasks by using
the data provided by annotated corpora, which, in
an ideal virtuous circle, represent one of the out-
comes of the application of NLP tools. In such
respect, one of the objectives of EvaLatin was (and
still remains) providing a venue for developing and
evaluating language models for various NLP tasks
to support the building of more and larger annotated
corpora for Latin.

The task dedicated to Dependency Parsing has
shown that the state of the art is good, although
still far from optimal. The problem of model porta-
bility across different literary genres, albeit roughly
distributed on a binary classification (prose and po-
etry), remains an open challenge, with a substantial
impact on the automatic processing of Latin texts,
which exhibit a high degree of stylistic variability.

The task of Emotion Polarity Detection was a
risky bet, given the scarcity of external resources
that could be used, the absence of training sets,
and the lack of previously available annotation
guidelines. The low accuracy rates of the partici-
pating systems highlight the difficulty of the task,
which is also due to the high degree of subjectivity
intrinsic to the task itself and to the involvement
of many different components (lexical, syntactic,
encyclopedic, cultural) in determining the emotion
evoked by a text.

Emotion Polarity Detection opens the door for
EvaLatin to semantic analysis, which includes tasks
such as Semantic Role Labeling and Word Sense
Disambiguation. It is our intention to consider these
types of NLP tasks for the future editions of the
evaluation campaign.
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